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For decades now privatisation has been a part of the every-
day practice of economic and property policy. Its analysis
and critique have become established and substantial, and
they show that the promises of neoliberal privatisation pol-
icy in terms of de-bureaucratisation, increase in efficiency,
cost savings or price reduction and decentralisation or even
democratisation have not been fulfilled; instead there is a
multitude of problematic consequences, such as de-democ-
ratisation or growing inequality. The world economic crisis
of 2008/2009 makes clear this policy’s enormous potential
for crisis. However, if alternatives are at issue, then the uncer-
tainty is considerable. What concepts can be used to em-
brace these alternatives? For if we do not succeed in hold-
ing up a publicly effective counter-concept to the «private»
and to «privatisation», and in so doing create a conceptual-
political contrasting point of identification to the rhetoric
and politics of the private, opposition to the politics of pri-
vatisation will lack precision, vision and the power of polit-
ical persuasion and mobilisation. It is especially necessary
to develop a precise conception of how to shape reality, that
is a conception which is able to introduce concrete political
changes in the institutional and regulatory orders of the econ-
omy, which represent a real and differentiated alternative to
theworld of the private, which has arisen almost everywhere
in the last three decades.
POLITICAL DISCOURSE ALTERNATIVES
TO PRIVATISATION – THE «COMMONS» OR ...
It is especially in theEnglish-speaking countries in recent years
that theconceptsof the commons (commonpropertyorgoods)
or of the common (the collective,) has become widespread
and has increasingly played such a role, that is, of a precise
conception that represents a real anddifferentiated alternative
to the private. The «commons» refers to natural goods and
material resources (water, fish stocks, rawmaterials, forests,
soil, air, wildlife stocks) that are owned, shared and used in
common,or also to commonsocial andcultural resources (geo-
graphic spaces, knowledge, ideas, traditions). Commons
means thepublic sphere (public communicationanddiscourse,
media, publicity, public opinion – inGerman «Öffentlichkeit»);
it means public space, which everyone has the right freely to
enter or use for various purposes; itmeans public domain (as
spaceopen to activity and therefore use,which is not protected
by legal forms like copyright regulations – in jurisprudence and
judiciary systems it is treated as a rule as a vague residual cat-
egory); it means public goods, common resources, network
goods or gift economies; it means commongovernance, use
or appropriation on the basis of common property and other
forms of property; finally, it means a culture and economy of
communi-care, of doing together, sharing, communication
and also of caring about that which is collective. The com-
mons thus stands for themany facets of an economy and cul-
ture other than the political economy of the private. The polit-
ical strength of this concept is thismultiplicity and the level of
immediate comprehensibility related to everyday experiences
and practices. The concept stresses «sharing» or «having a
share in» and invokes at the same time the «common» and the
«general interest»: it is amatter of goods and resources,whose
use (use-value), maintenance and perhaps even possession
are shared by people in their common interest and to which
they accordingly have common access (Ostrom/Laerhoven
2007; Rilling 2001; 2005; Rössler 2001). Although, in the use
of the conception of the commons the allusion to the changes
in property relations at the beginning of the development of
private capitalist land ownership is intentional (Zückert, 2003),
with a simultaneous invocationof theabiding factorsof (forcible)
expropriation and subjectivisation, the very strained reference
to theGermanhistorical concept corresponding to commons
– the «Allmende» – has not gained, in contemporary European
and German discourse politics, acceptance as a modern
counter-concept to privatisation.Working to adopt the Eng-
lish concept in the German language seemsmore promising.
Putting, in its place, the strategic goal simply of state-owner-
ship or the cooperative character of goods, services andenter-
prises is problematic for various reasons: state enterprises,
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2as state-capitalist firms, follow in all of their rules (andoften less
«efficiently») the same or similar maxims of profit maximisa-
tion as do private enterprises, so that the qualitative difference
is not apparent. The state as an institutional form of the politi-
cal can convey diverse economic aims and social relations, so
that nationalisations of enterprises can perfectly well express
apolicy of theprivate appropriationof socialwealth by thepolit-
ical class.What is decisive is which economic objectives and
rules themovement and transformationsofpropertyhave follow,
andhow these are politically organised. Few regard the history
of state-socialist economies as aconcrete alternative tobe taken
up again. In addition, the widespreadmistrust of state action
with an authoritarian character andof bureaucratic-state «solu-
tions» has led, in large sections of the population, to a justifi-
able anti-statism,whichdoes not see the state as a solution but
as the problem. The propaganda of neoliberal market radical-
ismhas also left deepmarks here. Last but not least, the state-
organisedgoods and services for health, education, public sup-
plies or information (libraries, internet infrastructure) are in the
meanwhile often in amiserable condition. From this there arises
a «division of labour» inwhich in the age of skimping on «basic
provisions» and «basic insurance» the state is responsible for
low-value goods and serviceswhile all further goods and serv-
ices which open up life possibilities for people and are there-
fore seen as of higher quality are produced and appropriated
in a private form. This distinction leads to the equating of state-
ownership and -management with poverty and of the private
with wealth. State-run entities are scorned, the private
respected. Theprivate is seen as havinggoodprospects, state-
orientation as something to be overcome. Thus the confronta-
tion with neoliberal privatisation has on the whole produced
up to now no consensus on an alternative concept nor on
a terminology that is promising in terms of political discourse.
… THE «PUBLIC»?
Behind the population’s high degree of acceptance – by now
in the present crisis very widespread – of state action and of
the unprecedented interventions into the relations of property
which already developed by themiddle of the current decade,
there is clearly a double understanding of the state. On the
one hand, state and state-ownership signify amedium for the
reconstruction and continuation of neoliberally constituted
relations of capital and of the relations of commodification
and financialisation (thus of the generalisation of themarket,
of market rationale and of the dominance of the financial
markets), however modified the latter may be. On the other
hand, the state’s new activism is seen at least as a potential
alternative to the privatisation of the economyandof the social,
that is as a societal and political opening to another develop-
mental path of capitalism and even beyond it. Around these
understandings struggles are taking place – in the deep crisis
of financial-market driven capitalism the societal confronta-
tion over the private has shifted and nowoccurs almost in the
space of its formal antipode, that is in the state. In this strug-
gle different conceptions of the state are put forward and
fought out. In the end not only the economic order but also
the structure and space of the political has been altered.
The development and political presentation of a left state
project is therefore of central importance for the left.
Furthermore, since the political is not limited to the state and
the confrontation around the politics of privatisation does not
take place only through themedium of the state, we propose
examining whether precisely in the situation of the crisis the
concept of thepublic cannotplay apolitical-discourse rolegoing
beyond the rhetoric of the state and nationalisation, a role that
can create connections between state and society, through
which a social-political project can be organised as an alterna-
tive to the politics of privatisation – also incidentally through
the concretising of a new, left understanding of the state. The
essential basis for this supposition is that the concept of the
public obviously has not only a clear presence in everyday con-
sciousness but alsowas and is one of the «great dichotomies»
ofWestern thought, in thewords ofNorberto Bobbio. It there-
fore exhibits a history of considerably changingmeanings that
makes it possible to formulate through the semantics of the
public central moments of the political. However, this history
is at the same time a reservoir formisgivings regarding such a
proposal, which has to be cautiously explored.
The «public» (in german das «Öffentliche») ismuchmore than
«publicity» (in German «Öffentlichkeit») which ismostly iden-
tified with the space of the media. It appears as the distin-
guishing descriptive adjective of very diverse circumstances
and entities: goods, provision of basic public services, pro-
perty, enterprises, employment, spaces, communication,
power, interests, decisions are constantly embellished with
the epithet «public» in everyday discourse. There is even talk
of life itself – of «public life».With this language, however, we
have landed right in themidst of politics; it is especially around
the circumstances and entities mentioned here that there is
political contestation, and «public» functions as the antipode
of «private»when it is a question of political conflicts over pub-
lic goods, public services of general interest, public property,
public and publicly promoted employment, the public sector
or public service, public authority, public interest, public spaces,
public opinion or conflicts over public participation in deci-
sions. No other term exhibits a comparable variety of uses
that attempt to stake out a difference in distinction to the «pri-
vate». Knowing as we do that formerly private goods, enter-
prises, services, areas and sectors of employment or spaces
were given, in the course of ongoing political struggles, an
extensive public character and that this process could be
reversed relatively quickly (as the last quarter of a century
showed), we can see that societal constellations of forces and
political confrontations, and not, as it were, physical ormate-
rial attributes, arewhat decide the public or private character
of the goods, etc.. «Private» and «public» are social categories.
HISTORY AND CONTENT OF THE IDEA
Thegreat variety of applications reflects the history of the term,
which underwent a series of shifts and transformations of con-
tent, still operative today (Rinken, 1988, 2002);Weintraub1997).
– While in ancient Greece a distinction was made between
the private sphere of the household (family, home, home
life and economy) and the public life of the polis, for the
Roman tradition the sovereignty of the imperial ruler or the
authority of the representatives of the republic was the
«public» (publicus) in contrast to the «house» as the space
of the private (privatus) (Hölscher, 1978).
3– In its original meaning the «public» designated a condition
of actually being open in the sense of observableness or
accessibility. Its opposite was secrecy, inaccessibility, the
hidden. From this a further meaning arose:What is public
is also true and therefore also just; where there is nothing
to hide, things are right and in good order. If the judiciary
is public, things are right.
– In the 17th century theword additionally acquires the con-
tent of the adjective common (Greek koinos, Latin com-
munis) and hence the normative component of meaning
coming from political thought, which defines the political
commonweal according to its orientation to the common
good (»public good», «public usefulness», «public secu-
rity», «public order»). Public is thus tied to a positively con-
noted orientation to the common good with reference to
the salus publica (good order, lit. «public health»).
– In the 18th century there is a third shift inmeaning: the con-
cept of the «Gemein» (the common), as the germanising of
the Latin publicus, is displaced by «das Öffentliche» pre-
cisely at the time in which «publicus» takes on the mean-
ing of state / government. Public now essentially means
state, (factory) production becomes the domain of private
ownership, and in place of the «secret» it is the private that
now becomes the contrasting concept.
– This point also marks the beginning of the special history
of the nounÖffentlichkeit: as the translation of the foreign
word «publicity» it again takes on the original meaning of
«public» and thus means «being open» and accessibility.
This classicalmeaning also connotes the demand for open-
ness of state life: Öffentlichkeit should guarantee justice
and truth. Kant developed a procedural theory of democ-
racy or law, inwhich the publicity principle plays a key role
(»All actions relating to the rights of other human beings
are wrong if their maxim is incompatible with publicity»).
Self-legislation, procedurality and publicity go together.
– In the course of the 19th century, the term finally acquires
themeaning of «the public», and now the history of public
opinion begins and of the liberal model according towhich
the bourgeois public sphere is the sphere of private peo-
ple who in the aggregate become the public, and from
whose discourse arises the will of the individual and the
reason of all, both now narrowly reduced to bourgeois lib-
eral parliamentarianism. Discursive procedure generates
democratic legitimation, and the bonum commune, the
common good, is supposed to emerge from discourse.
– Öffentlichkeit is seen as the eminent political medium that
is able «to unite what is different without assimilation»
(Habermas). In the last century, Öffentlichkeit differenti-
ated itself into many socially specific variants of partial
social spheres (Teilöffentlichkeiten), which follow their
own preferences. However, superimposed over this is the
massive presence of the public sphere that ismediated by
the mass media, in the face of which references to the
public conspicuously recede
The present deployment of the term «public» reflects these
shifts. Thus «public» nowadays invokes primarily at least four
areas of meaning: it means the non-secret, the accessible
and transparent, it indicates an orientation to the common
good (which means the general interest), it stands for the
state/government part of political relations (the statehood –
in German «Staatlichkeit»), and finally, as «Öffentlichkeit»
it means publicity and public opinion communicated by the
media. Each of thesemeanings covers a large range ofmean-
ings and includes ideological veils or even estrangements in
complete reversal of the former content. They did not disap-
pear into the rubble of history but continue to have effect. In
addition they reflect the social content or interests andmedi-
ations that are at any one time hegemonic in society as well
as the many economic determinations which, «in the final
instance» (Engels) dominate.Municipal – that is public – prop-
erty, for example, was historically at first an attempt by the
urban liberal bourgeoisie to secure the infrastructure main-
tenance of local private capital (energy, transportation, water,
waster, etc.) and had nothing to dowith public services, which
came to the fore only in the 1920s under the banner ofmunic-
ipal social policy andwhich reflected the interests of thework-
ing class and lowermiddle strata (Kahrs, 2006).Whether the
manifold spaces of societal or individual practice are con-
tested, and towhat extent they are defined as private or pub-
lic, is itself a constantly regenerated result of the antagonism
between such interests and their positioningwithin the field
of power. The differentiation between public and private is
therefore one of themost fundamental distinctions of social
life and at the same time one of themost unstable and uncer-
tain, behindwhich there are no lasting constants, but which
itself is durable as long as the ruling constellations of the pres-
ent bourgeois-capitalist society are present.
WHAT IS «PUBLIC» IN CONTRAST TO PRIVATE?
It is a connection (a relation) between protagonists, which,
going beyond the private and individual, takes into consider-
ation the other and finally the general (the common) as well.
It is a space of discussion and action which society always
enters, as a basis on which not only private interests are pur-
sued, but also those of others, and consequently something
that is societally common or general can become accessible
and emerge through co-partnership –which in the last analy-
sis means: Öffentlichkeit in the sense it is used in the Basic
Law is the «people» in itsmanifold and contradictory societal
reality. The Öffentliche, as a societal and political form of
motion, is an operation of opening and enlargement, and it
forms the condition of openness, thus of accessibility – how-
ever far it goes and howevermany people it affects. The con-
trol of accessibility is shared. To this extent, the Öffentliche
essentially opens the way (in cases of doubt as a safeguard
and right) to moments of equality, free use (consumption),
communication or of free cooperation and, accordingly, (polit-
ical) participation (access) aswell. At the same time, however,
it is a locus of negotiating social contradictions of interest, and
ismarked by diverse, partly opposing tendencies, which can
be attributed to the presence of the private, and which in the
end perforce contain moments of inequality through closing
off access and through exclusion as well as moments of
hierarchical interaction. In the bourgeois society, public and
private mutually presuppose each other, exclude each other
andmutually reproduce the other’s existence.
4The private/public distinction is related to two dimensions
which (since they are closely intermeshed) frequently cannot
be kept apart. On the one hand, politics and economy, state
and market, public or private power, public authority (the
state), public funds and private capital stand opposed to each
other. It is amatter here of the public represented, and at the
same time incorporated, by the state as the general in con-
trast to the particular of the private form of the economy and
of the market. On the other hand, there is the dimension of
private life (for example the family and household) – in which
the worlds of feeling, intimacy, protected spaces, of private
conversation and private expression of opinion, but also the
«secret» and hidden, exist – is contrasted to public life, pub-
lic space, ideally with general transparency and access,
without sanctions, and the public sphere as an arena of com-
munication in which the world and the private of the many
and of society aremade public (public opinion, publicity, space
for self-representation andmanifestation) and inwhich private
people gather as the public in order to exchange their rea-
soning through communication (Henning, 2007; Rinken,
2002; Brendgens, 2005; Habermas, 2004). As members of
the civic society we all exist not only as public but also as pri-
vate persons and find this to be a good and necessary thing,
worthy of being protected.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE: INTERRELATIONS
In both dimensions the opposed moments have to affect
each other: the public is also privatised and the private is
made public – a reciprocity obtaining in both dimensions. To
this extent the strict distinction between «private» and «pub-
lic» has long since been weakened (but it continues to have
effect). It is therefore not only a question that the state with
its well-honed surveillance and investigative practice noto-
riously bursts through ever more defensive barriers of pri-
vate life and is tending to the totalisation of the state/public,
while well-heeled private people actually appropriate pub-
lic spaces or subject the media public space to the code of
market dependency. The multiplicity of relations between
public and private also crystallise into many hybrid forms,
which makes it hard to ascertain which side is dominating
at any particular time: Private people finance public goods
and provide public services of general interest or deliver «mil-
itary security», or fix, as do societies for musical performing
and reproduction rights, the commodification and valorisa-
tion and public use of music or lyrics, establish, as does the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) or the ICANN, the
mode of operation of the internet down to the smallest detail,
or evaluate, as do the handful of globally active private rat-
ings agencies, the credit-worthiness of private as well as
public actors on the financial markets. The procedures of
numerous international regulations of investments, com-
petitive conditions, taxes, security standards or industrial
relations are by now extensively dominated by private cap-
ital actors and their agents. State-established law is substi-
tuted by law that comes from private contracts and soft law
(codices, guidelines, norms, standards) (Picciotto, 2007).
Public enterprises, on the other hand, produce, as global
players, exclusively or overwhelmingly for profit (for exam-
ple, municipal public utility companies) and have largely
abandoned their common-good orientation. However, regard-
less which of these relations we look at, the dominance of
the private is still unbroken.
The powerful hegemony of the private, as the liberal market
radicalism of the last three decades has built it, led to an un-
paralleled enclosure and crowding out of public goods and
public provision of general services, of public property, of the
public sector, of public service, of public spaces and of pub-
lic media. «The public should be public», insisted Welcker,
one of the founding fathers of German liberalism (Welcker,
1864, p. 744). This is increasingly less so: the use of public
goods and services is becoming dependent on purchasing
power, and provisions of basic services are becoming finan-
cial-market controlled; the remaining public property oper-
ates without restraint according to the normal standard
of private profit calculation, and the meagre public spaces
are mutating to advertising markets emptied of possibilities
for humanempowerment. In theFederal Republic ofGermany’s
public services the number of employed sank between 1991
and 2006 by over 2 million. State expenditure on personnel
has sunk from8.8%of gross national product (1991) to 6.9%
(2007); in the EU this percentagewas 10.5% in 2007. Public
gross investments as percentage of gross national product
decreased from 2.8 % (1992) to 1.5 % (2007). In the EU 27,
this share is 2.6 %. The quantity of state capital active in the
financial system and in some areas of infrastructure (postal
service, telecommunications, traffic, logistics, education and
science, the social welfare services) has shrunk drastically
(Landefeld, 2008) and has in fact thrown overboard any
remaining public quality that could reflect the interests of the
subaltern. In addition, and importantly, the public in «public
authority» is disappearing: «It is public as in authority entrusted
by the people and responsible to the people. It is public since
its constitution, legitimation, and control require public pro-
cedure…Finally, it is public since its responsibility to the com-
mon good lends it … a particular legitimacy» (Rinken, 2002,
44, my emphasis). Each of these three moments, which are
central for the quality of politics, has by now shiftedmassively
in the direction of the private and particular. The privatisation
of individual functions, sectors and apparatuses of public
authority, widespread since the 1980s, has severely under-
mined the principle of equal treatment for each citizen, since
it in many cases had to compete with the principle of treat-
ing a customer according to his purchasing power.
The hegemony of the private has thus not so much substitu-
ted private for public values, butmarkedly changed thatwhich
still remains of the public by largely forcing upon it itsmarket
mode of operation and thinking as goals and values. It is by
now a common practice to arrange exclusion from public
services through fees, so that only thosewho at least share in
the costsmay use public goods and services, such as educa-
tion or culture, or can enjoy public property like parks, lakes
and beaches ormuseums or can gain access to public spaces
with a high use-value (transportation systems). In the language
of property theory: public goods are transformed into club
goods, which are no longer openly (that is, freely) accessible
and usable and thus begin to promote effects of inequality and
lose their welfare functions. Even the state,which can be seen
not only as an condensation of societal and also of political
5relations of forces but is the most important concretisation
and condensation of the public as well, is marketed, and its
liberal-democratic institutions (parliament, judiciary, political
infrastructures) are permeated by evermore private arrange-
ments (for example, concealment, transference of sovereign
to private functions, outsourcing, commercialising. In short,
the public itself became privatised and, out of the functioning
world of the private, has built into its modus operandi the sys-
tematic production of social and political inequality and exclu-
sion. The general (common) becomes powerless. Its power
of discrimination, thus its control over the distinction between
private / non-private, over the borders of the public or private,
and hence over the capacity to decide on inclusion or exclu-
sion, has been relativised, weakened, or has even completely
disappeared. Thismeans nothing less than the disappearance
of the claims – traditionally based on public property and pub-
lic authority – to political, individual and social sovereignty of
use and the political’smonopoly of command. The agreeable
side effect, from the view point of the market citizen, is the
de-politicisation of the public, since the public now primarily
follows economicmaxims. The present crisis of the politics of
privatisation has, for example, led in the Federal Republic to
an incipient process of re-municipalisation inwhich the return
to public property, however, now by no means excludes the
use ofmarket-shapedmechanisms, but in the understanding
of many involved protagonists actually presupposes them in
order to assert itself in a profit-oriented economic environ-
ment. Here it is seen that the «public» itself includes a broad
range of the most varied forms of marketisation and (re-)
municipalisation without a developed target concept of the
«common» or of the «public» being in any way automatically
perceivable. Although the cities and townships can regain
influence on municipal enterprises through re-municipalisa-
tion, how far this goes beyond the business-administration
andmarket-oriented logic borrowed from the «private» realm
and actually assumes another «public» characterwhich allows
for other interests and needs, depends on the concrete ori-
entation, economic shaping and participatory organisation or
governance of amunicipal undertaking. If it is to bemore than
amere change of property form, re-municipalisation is itself
a process in which on the basis of the re-politicisation of the
private (the political realisation of the diversity of interests
and needs of the citizens of amunicipality) a particular social
quality (aiming at equality) and economic quality (aiming at
a common-good orientation) of the public has to be elabo-
rated,which rests on far-reaching democratic decision-making
processes and an orientation of the production of public serv-
ices and goods to the use-value interests of the users.
Nevertheless, this look at the changes of the interdepend-
ence of the private and the public should not ignore coun-
tervailing dynamics. Thus the weight of tradition leaves its
mark on the relations of property. Some things – for example,
a fossil, an historical document, a place like Stonehenge, his-
torical goods, antiquities, someworks of art, historical build-
ings, landscapes – are, despite their property form, seen as
inherently common property and are accordingly so defined
culturally. Specific norms are operative here: Items such as
these have to be kept in their original state, and access to
them for the general public, ormore or less unrestricted forms
of use, must be ensured. To this extent the private exclusive
property rights of disposal and appropriation based on the
formal constitution of property are sharply restricted.
Of course, suchnorms,which accentuate the communal aspect
are constantly being violated – for example, for almost six
decades a French family kept a 10th-centurymanuscript inac-
cessible, which contains the only extant versions of two
scientific texts ofArchimedes.Ultimately, symbolic control and
proprietarisation of time through the privatisation of things
which represent it in a special and rare way, are among the
most efficient modes of property based on exclusivity.
Nevertheless, no owner of an Empire State Building or an
Eiffel Towerwill be able either to tear downor substantially alter
or bar access to such historic artefacts without coming up
against the public realm, for these are components of
a public space, as social and cultural places distinct from their
juristic definition and economic quality, and they exist as
a medium or object of the cultural formation of identity of
a society. Here it is above all amatter of commoncultural goods
as aesthetic exemplifications of a still existing general social
mode of life, a matter of artefacts and their spatial contexts,
which canbeappropriatedbyeveryoneandwhich are the result
of the plurality of people (Arendt). It is above all the possibility
of establishing inaccessibility and thusborder control, as central
assets of the private property relation, which are here under-
mined, limited or even cancelled. This constant irritation of the
private by the culture of the commons and its idea of sharing
is currently being constructed as the inevitable result of the
historical action of people and their consciousness of it.
The second dimension of the distinction between private and
public also operateswithmutual exclusion and interpenetra-
tion: individuality, intimacy and personal idiosyncrasies are
externalised, economically valorised and, in the process, com-
mercially processed in themedia, so that the personal / private
are completely processed by the media and so becomes a
moment of the public and its spaces. Öffentlichkeit – itself
long since oriented toward themaxims of themarket – re-sub-
jectifies the personal / private, reconstitutes it as economic
market subjects, «market-citizens», which can profitably be
turned into value. The market valorises what was hitherto
private – a second «privatisation of the private» (Henning,
2007).). Richard Sennett sees the «end of public life» here
(Sennett, 2004). Since, in addition, the personal is individually
and fundamentallymore than a homo oeconomicus in amar-
ket society, this constantly new normative blueprint leaves
behind it in theworld of the economy feelings of failure, mal-
functioning and fear. The radical privatisation of the private
makes us constantlymoremiserable, as it has high social costs.
POLITICS AND THE PUBLIC
It is typical that the historicmeanings of public indicated here
(openness, common-good orientation, statehood, commu-
nicative public – and their occurrences, are commonly not
thought of as connected nor seen as politically interrelated.
The conflicts connected to them, as well as participants
engaged in them, often are seen as standing alone. The polit-
ical areas of party programmatic are not differentiated accord-
ing towhether they concern public or private issues. There are
family parties, senior parties, worker parties, and even Volks-
6parteien (nationwide generic interclassist parties,maybe peo-
ple’s parties) but no party of the public and certainly not of the
private.We are dealing herewith very diverse, albeit societally
and economically extremely significant, states of affairs, all
distinguished by the attributes of the public. In addition, dif-
ferent social and political forces have completely divergent
views of the public. Thus the «critical educated elites» and the
«engagedmiddle classes» (GeroNeugebauer) cultivate awel-
fare-statist and at the same time libertarian, public-oriented
etatism, which is considerably different from the redistribu-
tive and authoritarian pro-statism of the lower middle strata
and the under classes or from the centrist neoliberalism of the
economic bourgeoisie interested in themodernisation of state
capital – not tomention from the state arrogance of the finan-
cial elites. In the tradition of political theory, finally, the differ-
ent variants in meaning have essentially found their place in
liberalism; on the other hand, in Marx, and in the traditions
referring to him, the juxtapositions state / society or politics /
economy dominate, and public attracts interest here essen-
tially as communicative /media «Öffentlichkeit». The diversity
of public tied to its centuries-old history involves a competi-
tion between the singlemoments of «public» and the special
interests linked to it, which are exacerbated by the lack of a
coherent and democratic politics.
Following the understanding developed in this essay, the talk
of «public» thus means neither a mode of production nor an
economic order. It is not a question of a totality, that is of dem-
ocratic socialism or civilised capitalism. Finally, public is just
as little thought as a discourse-political manoeuvre of clan-
destine leftist etatists or as the substitute vocabulary of
resigned friends of the by nowunat eye levelpopular civil soci-
ety. Rather it is muchmore amatter of working out a consis-
tent answer to the dominant practice and culture of privati-
sation – at eye level. The understanding of Öffentlich sketched
out here links together relations of production and appropria-
tion as well as the relations of domination tied to these (prop-
erty, «service public» employment, use, the use-values it fur-
nishes like goods and services), variousmodi operandi (espe-
cially communication, cooperation, publicity) and its territories
and places (spaces) (Rilling, 2008). Its political economy is
aimed at obtaining «welfare gains for the common» (Dieter
Klein).We need to ask politically if these diverse practices of
the public can be brought together into a complex political
project, that can possess its own political logic, normative
goals and empirically demonstrable life-world effects.
Looking at it in this light, four issues can be identified: Such an
alternative project of the public would have to distinguish and
aim at achieving: the democratisation of domination, the pro-
motion of political, economic and social equality, a prioritisation
of a common-good orientation, an opening up of paths to indi-
viduality throughparticipatory equitableness in the elementary
conditions of life, by being a medium of the solidaristic and
providing a material basis for the symbolic control of time.
It thus involves concrete impacts and useful effects. Foster-
ing the «public» means shaping the property and social rela-
tions, enterprises, goods, spaces ormeasures for services of
general interest (especially food, housing and health), com-
munication, public authority or political decisions in such a
way that, through their orientation to the general interest (com-
mon-good orientation), they reduce the inequality of distri-
bution of resources, and similarly reduce the inequality of
distribution of political goods (participation, access) and
democratise, in otherwords generalise, its arrangements and
hence create possibilities for the development of individual-
ity. A fundamental condition for a lasting political turn to the
public is amassive expansion of public investment or private
investments in «the public», whose employment and pro-
ductivity effects are incidentally considerably greater than
those resulting from attempts to support private investments
through tax abatements or other aid – themultiplicative factor
is ca. 1.5 in the case of direct state investment, which is dou-
ble that in the case of tax reduction. A public policy regarding
corporations that is critical of privatisation – and in the current
state of things thatmeans a left politics – isworthy of this name
only if it promotes the democratic constitutedness of public
undertakings, clearly prioritises a common-good orientation,
carries out internal enterprise arrangements sensitive to the
reduction of income differentiation spread and social differ-
ences, produces a culture of transparency, publicity and the
reinforcement of public opinion within a worksite and prac-
tices all this taking into account other protagonists and fields
of action of the public that are influencedby its activities.Public
property is a social relation that in regard to its normative aspect
excludes no social class or group andwhich is oriented to the
common good. It makes it easier to avoid or reduce regional
and local imbalances and international and global disparities
and hence to stabilise macroeconomic development. A cen-
tral criterion of a left politics of public goods in this sensewould
have to be that goods are so produced and distributed that
everyone can in a socially equal way participate in their use,
and that through such a common-good orientation the exist-
ing social inequalities can beminimised. Public goods are used
by people in their capacity as citizens, private goods are bought
by them as consumers. That which is offered by public ser-
vices is in turn likewise the result of conflicts around the role
of public authority. In the framework of general public services
(old-age benefits, health, education, culture, recreation,
dwelling, mobility, communication) the socially equal partic-
ipation of citizens, in the sense of minimisation of inequality,
expansion of democratic cooperation and fundamental com-
mon-good orientation, has to be secured by these services.
Public service and basic public social services are to be under-
stood as a social right underlying a claim. «Public provision of
services» first of all describes the character of access – itmeans
goods or services, which are open and accessible to all; they
aim therefore at inclusion instead of exclusion and for this rea-
son should enablediscrimination-free access;what is involved
here is continuous security of supply through the spatially inclu-
sive and socially comprehensive availability of services along
with high quality of service with affordable prices and con-
sistent qualitative conditions (dismantling of regional imbal-
anceswith the goal of achieving a parity of conditions of life –
the principle of equality), independent of the profitability of the
care-providing agency (»no prioritisation of profit realisation»
as a basicmaxim). It is in the criterion of universal, equal access
for all, that thegeneral-good obligation of a service is expressed.
Contrary to the neoliberal zeitgeist this alsomeans that there
should be a free access to specific public service provisions
7of general interest, gratis for the users or specific groups of
users. To the extent that the public provision of services is
offered for a fee, the fee level has to bemeasured against eco-
nomic but also social standards which in turn are negotiated
politically. Basic public social serviceswhich orient their ratio
to the needs of securing «general conditions of production for
capital» cannot do all of this. Negotiations over the way in
which these services are provided take place in the quadran-
gle of interests of (1) the generality, (2) the users of a service,
(3) the workers producing the latter, and of (4) the decision-
making bodies (population, public opinion, parliament).For
the negotiation there is a public space, or such a spacewill be
created. Here these interests can be articulated, conflicts of
interest problematised and consensual solutions found. By
thesemeans a (democratic and public) kind of grapplingwith
conflicts of interests can become possible, alternative to and
different fromwhat is possible in the context of private serv-
ice production. It is also amatter of the democratic participa-
tion of the workers as well as of the users of the public serv-
ice provisions in their shaping and the evaluation of their results
(quality control), and it involves transparency and control of
the technical and financial results; complete transparency of
fees andof contract conditions; controlmechanisms formunic-
ipal representatives; creation of independent regulatory author-
ities as well as legal remedies and mediation mechanisms.
The connection of the separate logics andnormative goals out-
lined here is also a factor in the process of developing the pub-
lic. For example, the process of developingpublic property can
include: interventions into public authority in thematter of pri-
mary distribution, investment, structural and regional policies,
social legislation, standardisation, environmental legislation,
consumer protection, de-concentration of enterprise struc-
tures, co-determination of forms of bank control. The actually
existing conjunction of production, distribution and utilisation
chains, even in the area of public services andprovisionof basic
services, demands such a complex politics of the public.
A health system, for example, under the curatorship of the
profit-based pharmaceutical industry would have sooner
or laterwholly to embrace the profitmotive,which iswhy insu-
lar solutions and single policies without expansive societal
support end where cooperative or communal economic
projects in the past have largely landed – in normal actually-
existing capitalism. A strict and radical-democracy approach
on all levelsmakes it easier, moreover, through the processes
of discussion and argument, of negotiation and societal con-
frontation, of concerted decisions, to shape the many com-
peting factors and divergent interests in such a way that they
do not act self-destructively, and so as tomake possible polit-
ical integration and hence also to ensure the ascertaining and
realisation of general public interests in concrete actions.
The deep crisis of neoliberally radicalised private orientation,
which broke out ever since Fall 2008 with an unexpected
dynamic, has in no instance removed frompositions of power
the representatives of this policy. Rather, the latter are trying
to play the public card in restoringmarket radicalism: losses
are socialised, mobilisations of state funds in the amount of
hundred of billions are presented as ensuring the common
good (»rescue») but function as well-nigh unique redistribu-
tive mechanisms; a «neoliberal Keynesianism» (Altvater) is
being implemented, whose only purpose is «consolidation»
and recapitalisation. Nevertheless, the public is again at issue.
But politics of the public has to take account of its own goal
and efficiency criteria. What is involved is a non-subaltern
project of a political change of direction toward, and a trans-
formation of, the public, which is to be opposed to a political-
crisis mobilisation of the still remaining public resources –
especially its state resources – by the power protagonists of
neoliberal capitalism. It is a genuine alternative and in the
middle-term a possible second pillar of societal reproduction.
For one thing, the public can, in themost diverse life-worlds,
become an effective medium of solidarity if it makes possi-
ble and offers participatory equity and the common appro-
priation of elementary conditions of life – representing there-
fore a «conditio humana for individual freedom» (Klein, 2008).
The public has thus not simply lost its power as a constantly
revitalised antipode of the private, rather it also mediates
between individual and society and is – should the opportu-
nity arise – a key medium of democratic politics.
Thus a threefold sleight of hand is demanded of a left transfor-
mational politics: (a) using, and at the same time changing,
«hard» state instruments in a pragmatic, practicalway; (b)with
a complex project of the public, going back to the political cul-
ture of memory of a multitude of alternative developmental
moments and trajectories of bourgeois-capitalist societies,
developing thesemoments and inventing a politics of their co-
action – (c) and, finally, enabling suchapolitics touse the vision-
ary power of the ideaof the commonsandof common, in order
to reveal paths to a fundamental transformation of capitalism.
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